ABOUT NESCO

For nearly 30 years, NESCO Rentals has been a leading equipment and service provider for the utility industry. Growing from small-town Indiana roots into an international equipment sales and rental company. With over 45 service locations throughout the United States, Canada (Commercial Truck Equipment) and Mexico (NEESCO Renta), NESCO Rentals maintains one of the largest rental fleets and service networks in the industry.

NESCO’s product offering includes hundreds of new units and is fully equipped with an extensive inventory of jobsite tools, repair parts and accessories as part of our newest division, Utility Equipment Outfitters (UEO). Between our staff of industry experts and our commitment to superior customer service, NESCO empowers customers to work smarter, not harder. Contact your rental representative now and discover all our jobsite solutions.
OUR PARTNERS

NESCO’s expansive rental fleet consists of over 20 different product lines, offering unique rental solutions for track vehicles, under CDL equipment, back easement options, all wheel drive and more. We provide the safest equipment options from the highest-quality manufacturers. NESCO is proud to introduce our newest division: Utility Equipment Outfitters (UEO), which pairs NESCO’s personalized customer service and the industry’s top manufacturers of repair parts, tools and accessories. Providing you with the most convenient solutions for all your jobsite needs, NESCO and UEO give you the ability to specialize and customize every order to suit your job.

(800) 252-0043  |   www.NESCORENTALS.com
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Commercial Truck Equipment Co. is Canada’s largest supplier of truck equipment. Its people and product lines allow the company to provide expert truck equipment solutions to customers in all industries. Commercial represents companies that are ‘best in class’ and is a reliable source for cranes, snow and ice trucks, recovery vehicles, utility trucks, dump box trucks, concrete mixer trucks, digger derricks as well as all the accessories, parts and service needed to ensure the correct solution to its customers. With branches across Canada and experts in technology and engineering, Commercial ensures you receive the correct products for your application.

Commercial Truck Equipment Co. sells, rents and services a broad range of products to commercial operators, governments and crown corporations. In addition, it’s centralized engineering group (Commercial Truck Equipment Engineering Group) consists of professional engineers and experienced designers who ensure vehicles are safe and perform according to specifications.

The engineering group provides:

- Pre-sales support to ensure quotes will meet the customer’s needs and operating environment
- Technical packages include weight distribution, payload, stability, electrical, hydraulic and vehicle arrangements
- Certification and compliance with the Federal Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, Provincial Commercial Transport Regulations and CSA, WCB and safety standards
- Review and rating of structural equipment, tie downs and fittings
- After-sales technical support in conjunction with Commercial Truck Service Centers across Canada to greatly reduced downtime

DO YOU NEED RENTAL EQUIPMENT IN CANADA?
TURN TO COMMERCIAL

RENTAL DIVISION CONTACTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eastern Canada</th>
<th>Westren Canada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rob Livesey, Rental Coordinator</td>
<td>Fiona Taylor, Rental Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p: 519-421-4488</td>
<td>p: 519-535-0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f: 519-421-2155</td>
<td>f: 519-421-2120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:rlivesey@comtruck.ca">rlivesey@comtruck.ca</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:ftaylor@comtruck.ca">ftaylor@comtruck.ca</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMERCIAL is the exclusive Canadian distributor for NESCO RENTALS
Commercial Truck Equipment Co. is Canada's largest supplier of truck equipment. Its people and product lines allow the company to provide expert truck equipment solutions to customers in all industries. Commercial represents companies that are 'best in class' and is a reliable source for cranes, snow and ice trucks, recovery vehicles, utility trucks, dump box trucks, concrete mixer trucks, digger derricks as well as all the accessories, parts and service needed to ensure the correct solution to its customers. With branches across Canada and experts in technology and engineering, Commercial ensures you receive the correct products for your application.

Commercial Truck Equipment Co. sells, rents and services a broad range of products to commercial operators, governments and crown corporations. In addition, its centralized engineering group (Commercial Truck Equipment Engineering Group) consists of professional engineers and experienced designers who ensure vehicles are safe and perform according to specifications.

The engineering group provides:
• Pre-sales support to ensure quotes will meet the customer's needs and operating environment
• Technical packages include weight distribution, payload, stability, electrical, hydraulic and vehicle arrangements
• Certification and compliance with the Federal Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, Provincial Commercial Transport Regulations and CSA, WCB and safety standards
• Review and rating of structural equipment, tie downs and fittings
• After-sales technical support in conjunction with Commercial Truck Service Centers across Canada to greatly reduce downtime

CORNER MOUNT, TRACK DIGGER AND TANDEM AXLES AVAILABLE.
NESCO offers a complete line of aerial devices for the transmission, distribution, telecommunications, construction, lighting and sign industries. Our extensive fleet includes a wide variety of truck and track units: 500KV/barehand, insulating/non-insulating, telescopic/articulating, and overcenter/non-overcenter. If the equipment is unable to meet your specific needs, we are happy to customize the equipment to suit the job at hand.

All NESCO aerial devices are regularly tested for safety. All of our aerial devices are designed, tested and rated for operations per the current industry and engineering standards.

PROUDLY RENTING
Terex, Versalift, ETI and Elliott
**DISTRIBUTION INSULATED EQUIPMENT**

Distribution equipment has working heights ranging from 42' to 60' and provide an insulation gap. Insulated equipment is ideal for the electrical, cable, fiber optic, telephone and signage industries.

**TEREX L13i**
- WORKING HEIGHT 42'
- BODY TYPE
  - UTILITY LINE
- NON-MATERIAL HANDLING
- INSULATED 46kV Cat C
- BUCKET CAPACITY
  - 300 LBS; SINGLE-MAN
- CONTINUOUS ROTATION
- TORSION BARS

**OPTIONS**
- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- UPPER CONTROLS
**TEREX LT38**  
WORKING HEIGHT 43'  
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE  
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING  
INSULATED 46kV Cat C  
BUCKET CAPACITY 300 LBS; SINGLE-MAN  
CONTINUOUS ROTATION TORSION BARS

**TEREX LT40**  
WORKING HEIGHT 45'  
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE  
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING  
INSULATED 46kV Cat C  
BUCKET CAPACITY 300 LBS; SINGLE-MAN  
CONTINUOUS ROTATION TORSION BARS

**TEREX TPL40**  
WORKING HEIGHT 45'  
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE  
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING  
INSULATED 46kV Cat C  
BUCKET CAPACITY 350 LBS; SINGLE-MAN  
UPPER CONTROLS CONTINUOUS ROTATION

**VERSALIFT SST40EIH**  
WORKING HEIGHT 45'  
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE  
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING  
INSULATED 46kV Cat C  
BUCKET CAPACITY 350 LBS; SINGLE-MAN  
CONTINUOUS ROTATION TORSION BARS

**OPTIONS**  
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS  
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE

**OPTIONS**  
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS  
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE  
- UPPER CONTROLS  
- RAIL GEAR

**OPTIONS**  
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS  
- INVERTER
Latchways Personal Rescue Device
A Full Body Harness with Integrated Self-rescue Function

The Latchways Personal Rescue Device™ (Latchways PRD™) is the simplest rescue/evacuation device available for Linesmen and other bucket truck users. Worn as everyday workwear—in place of a standard full body harness—with a lanyard, the Latchways PRD will not only arrest a fall but also allow the user to conduct his own rescue/evacuation. Activated by a simple pull of a parachute-style release cord, the lifeline automatically pays-out and descends the worker safely to the ground in under 30 seconds. The Latchways PRD is so simple that it requires no specialist training and is suitable for use in all NESCO trucks (up to 65ft). The Latchways PRD is Arc-flash rated (ASTM F887 standard), IP56 rated and ANSI Z359.4-2007 compliant.

There are numerous reasons for undertaking a rescue/evacuation from a bucket truck including power failure, portable radio failure or even vehicle impact—which could result in a worker being thrown from the bucket. Either way, Latchways recognizes that due to the nature of the job, there are many situations where workers may be on their own—such as Trouble Men—and therefore reliant only on themselves to perform a rescue/evacuation. With OSHA having recently revised the 1910.269 standard, there is now more than ever, greater precedence being placed on safety within the Utilities industry—particularly with regards to fall protection and emergency plans. Equipping every bucket truck user with a Latchways PRD, offers peace-of-mind that, in the case of an emergency situation, the user not only has an emergency plan, but can facilitate his own rescue/evacuation.

Latchways is the leader in the design and manufacture of fall protection systems, offering innovative products to help compliance with work at height legislation. Latchways’ products are all designed and tested beyond the required standards resulting in quality, user-friendly solutions. Other products include vertical, horizontal, overhead and inclined cable based systems, as well as a range of self-retracting lifelines. The versatility, dependability and ease-of-use of Latchways products is the reason they are trusted to ensure worker safety on a wide range of applications, protecting people as they go about day-to-day activities such as maintenance, cleaning, and inspection.

To add an evacuation solution to your aerial device call NESCO today.
(800) 252-0043   |   rentals@nescorentals.com
### SAFETY MATTERS

**CAB GUARDS**

Metal frame protects and covers the cab, increasing safety to the equipment and crew. Ask your rental representative about a cab guard to keep damage repairs down on your next rental.

---

#### TEREX TL50P
- **Working Height:** 55’
- **Body Type:** Utility Line
- **Non-Material Handling:** Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity:** 600 lbs; Two-Man
- **Upper Controls:**

#### TEREX FC55
- **Working Height:** 60’
- **Body Type:** Utility Line
- **Non-Material Handling:** Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity:** 700 lbs; Two-Man
- **Upper Controls:**

#### OPTIONS

Available on some units:
- All Wheel Drive

---

#### AERIAL DEVICES

**DISTRIBUTION INSULATED Personnel**

Personnel
- An “extra set of hands” that can lift materials to the work platform.
- Hydraulic, articulating, mechanical winch line extends to 120 degrees with 8’ jib and winch.
- Includes 1000-2000 lbs full drum capacity. (Refer to manufacturer specifications for any derating requirements.)

Check with your rental representative for availability.
MODERN FLEET FOR MODERN TIMES
Terex Utilities has long been recognized as an innovative leader in the electric utility equipment industry, and the company has no plans to rest on its laurels. The popular Terex Utilities equipment features — reliability, simple operation, easy maintenance and more — are found in every model, and the Terex reputation for quality is appreciated on jobsites every day in every region. From rugged workhorses anchoring company fleets for years to innovative HyPower™ Hybrid models that cut fuel costs and reduce noise, Terex Utilities units offer the perfect blend of toughness and efficiency.

Built With Utility Needs in Mind

Digger Derricks From digging, hoisting and setting utility poles to lifting heavy materials, the Terex Utilities line of digger derricks covers it all with sheave heights ranging from 39 to 60 feet — and the best capacity in the work zone — mounted on the specified chassis platform.

Aerial Devices With a wide variety of hardworking aerial devices and options to choose from, Terex Utilities has a configuration to fit any application. These models feature a fully proportional upper control system that allows operators to move at the speed that fits their comfort level.

Auger Drills Compact, powerful Terex Utilities auger drills offer a wide range of drill speeds and the highest drill torque per class — all with quick setup time to get utility & telecom crews to work fast. Drills can be mounted on a truck chassis or crawler undercarriage, or they can be attached to a crane.

HyPower™ Option In most cases, models are available with the innovative HyPower™ hybrid system. This simple plug-in hybrid electric vehicle system saves fuel, reduces emissions and eliminates jobsite noise — ideal for utility trucks that spend many working hours in stationary applications.

The Support is Reliable, Too
Terex Utilities equipment is not only dependable, but it’s also backed with an understanding of the business needs that utility companies have. For service and repairs, NESCO has a nationwide network of Service Centers and a team of factory-trained mobile service technicians. Genuine Terex parts are available through NESCO’s new division, Utility Equipment Outfitters (UEO). Plus, hands-on training for owners and technicians is available at the Terex factory, at regional training centers and online.

It all adds up to one of the most modern equipment lineups in the industry backed by a broad range of the latest support solutions.

Contact NESCO to rent your Terex equipment!
(800) 252-0043  |  rentals@nescorentals.com
TEREX WORK ZONE
FOR DIGGER DERRICKS

To help you make a smarter equipment purchase decision, Terex suggests you specify Work Zone Capacity. Work Zone Capacity accurately measures Digger Derrick performance during digging and pole-setting operations, where up to 80% of the work gets done. Match your equipment to the task!

For more information contact NESCO.
(800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
TRANSMISSION
INSULATED EQUIPMENT

Insulated bucket trucks allow utility workers to maintain energized transmission lines and substations. There are three main components that provide protection for linemen: a basket made of non-conductive material or one which has a non-conductive liner; an insulated section or non-conductive gap between the upper boom and elbow; and an insulated section or non-conductive gap between the elbow and truck chassis.

ELEVATOR FUNCTIONALITY

Hydraulic elevator lifts increase working height capabilities and stability.
### TEREX 6TC60
- **Working Height**: 65’
- **Body Type**: Utility Line
- **Non-Material Handling**: Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity**: 700 LBS; Two-Man

### LIFTALL LANHD752E
- **Working Height**: 80’
- **Body Type**: Flatbed
- **Non-Material Handling**: Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity**: 700 LBS; Two-Man
- **Upper Controls**: Single Axle

### TEREX TCX65/100 Elevator
- **Working Height**: 105’
- **Body Type**: Flatbed
- **Non-Material Handling**: Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity**: 700 LBS; Two-Man
- **Upper Controls**: Options available on some units
- **Options**: All Wheel Drive

### TEREX 6TC60
- **Working Height**: 65’
- **Body Type**: Utility Line
- **Non-Material Handling**: Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity**: 700 LBS; Two-Man

### LIFTALL LANHD752E
- **Working Height**: 80’
- **Body Type**: Flatbed
- **Non-Material Handling**: Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity**: 700 LBS; Two-Man
- **Upper Controls**: Single Axle

### TEREX TCX65/100 Elevator
- **Working Height**: 105’
- **Body Type**: Flatbed
- **Non-Material Handling**: Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity**: 700 LBS; Two-Man
- **Upper Controls**: Options available on some units
- **Options**: All Wheel Drive

### VESALIFT VST7500-E100 Elevator
- **Working Height**: 105’
- **Body Type**: Flatbed
- **Non-Material Handling**: Insulated
- **Bucket Capacity**: 700 LBS; Two-Man
- **Upper Controls**: Tool Outlets

### Options
- **Available on Some Units**
  - Cab Guard
  - Material Handling
  - All Wheel Drive
**INSULATED MATERIAL HANDLER**

**ALL WHEEL DRIVE**

An all wheel drive vehicle can help your crews during inclement weather or by providing better traction and acceleration from wet, steep, muddy, snowy or sandy terrains. Be sure to ask your rental team member if an all wheel drive unit is available.

**VERSALIFT VST6000MH**
- **WORKING HEIGHT**: 65’
- **BODY TYPE**: UTILITY LINE
- **MATERIAL HANDLING**: INSULATED
- **BUCKET CAPACITY**: 500 LBS; TWO-MAN

**TEREX RM75**
- **WORKING HEIGHT**: 80’
- **BODY TYPE**: FLATBED
- **MATERIAL HANDLING**: INSULATED
- **BUCKET CAPACITY**: 600 LBS; TWO-MAN
- **UPPER CONTROLS**

**OPTIONS**
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- CAT A COMPONENT

**INSULATED MATERIAL HANDLER**

An all wheel drive vehicle can help your crews during inclement weather or by providing better traction and acceleration from wet, steep, muddy, snowy or sandy terrains. Be sure to ask your rental team member if an all wheel drive unit is available.

**VERSALIFT VST6000MH**
- **WORKING HEIGHT**: 65’
- **BODY TYPE**: UTILITY LINE
- **MATERIAL HANDLING**: INSULATED
- **BUCKET CAPACITY**: 500 LBS; TWO-MAN

**TEREX RM75**
- **WORKING HEIGHT**: 80’
- **BODY TYPE**: FLATBED
- **MATERIAL HANDLING**: INSULATED
- **BUCKET CAPACITY**: 600 LBS; TWO-MAN
- **UPPER CONTROLS**

**OPTIONS**
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- CAT A COMPONENT
VERSALIFT VST7500
WORKING HEIGHT 80'
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 800 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

LIFTALL LM75/90-2MS ELEVATOR
WORKING HEIGHT 95'
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 600 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

VERSALIFT VO455/E88 ELEVATOR
WORKING HEIGHT 85'
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 700 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

VERSALIFT VST9000MHI
WORKING HEIGHT 95'
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 800 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE

OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE

OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
WHEN THE DEMAND IS REQUIRED, FOUR STAR FREIGHTLINER KEEPS YOU ROLLING!

Freightliner Trucks has long been involved in supplying the vocational market with quality cab and chassis which still continues today. Over the past years, Freightliner has evolved and expanded their options, specific to the utility and crane industry, meeting the demands of customers across the globe.

With over 10 years of dedication, Four Star Freightliner has a proven portfolio in developing specifications, meeting a wide variety of needs that the utility industry demands and keeping competitive pricing. With an understanding of the important role our equipment plays in the daily tasks of our customers, it is essential that we provide a product that can conform and meet the demands and expectations. Four Star Freightliner, in partnership with truck equipment manufacturers (TEM), has spent hours developing chassis specs that meet the needs of both the TEM and the end user.

Over the past few years, Four Star Freightliner has had the fortune to work with NESCO Rentals in this same capacity. NESCO and Four Star share the same sense of obligation to provide the best product possible into one of the most essential industries that society relies on 24 hours every day. Four Star works with NESCO providing medium and heavy duty chassis models that fit the needs of almost all aerial, digger derrick, and crane configurations. Models include M2 106, M2 112, 108SD, 114SD and 122SD. A few of our many options include: Cummins and Detroit engines, and drive train options with factory installed all wheel drive. Like NESCO, Four Star Freightliner has an unmatched support system with hundreds of support facilities across North America to assist customers with their parts and service needs.

When the demand is required, Four Star Freightliner keeps you rolling.

Contact NESCO to rent your Freightliner chassis now!
(800) 252-0043  |  www.NESCORENTALS.com
TEREX TM100
WORKING HEIGHT 100’
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 800 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS ALL WHEEL DRIVE

TEREX TM105
WORKING HEIGHT 105’
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 800 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

TEREX RMX75/100 ELEVATOR
WORKING HEIGHT 105’
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 800 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

TEREX TM125
WORKING HEIGHT 125’
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 800 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS TRI-DRIVE

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- TRACK MOUNT
- CAT A COMPONENT

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- TRACK MOUNT
- CAT A COMPONENT

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- CAT A COMPONENT

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- TRACK MOUNT
- CAT A COMPONENT
- 500KV BAREHAND
NESCO’s various models of aerial devices are installed with tracks, which eliminates many terrain and land conditions that many crews face. Swamps, mountainous terrains, snow, ice, wet and muddy ground will no longer cause delays for any job. Track aerials are available in steel or rubber tracks that increase the surface area, distributing the weight of the vehicles more evenly. Rubber tracks allow you to travel on blacktop and concrete without causing damage.
TEREX
**RM75M**
- **WORKING HEIGHT:** 80'
- **BODY TYPE:** TRACK MOUNT
- **MATERIAL HANDLING:** INSULATED
- **BUCKET CAPACITY:** 600 LBS; TWO-MAN
- **UPPER CONTROLS:** FRONT WINCH

**TEREX RM75/88 ELEVATOR**
- **WORKING HEIGHT:** 95'
- **BODY TYPE:** TRACK MOUNT
- **MATERIAL HANDLING:** INSULATED
- **BUCKET CAPACITY:** 600 LBS; TWO-MAN
- **UPPER CONTROLS:** FRONT WINCH

**TEREX TM100**
- **WORKING HEIGHT:** 100'
- **BODY TYPE:** TRACK MOUNT
- **MATERIAL HANDLING:** INSULATED
- **BUCKET CAPACITY:** 800 LBS; TWO-MAN
- **UPPER CONTROLS:** FRONT WINCH

**OPTIONS**
- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
  - ARTIC PACKAGE

**OPTIONS**
- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
  - CAT A COMPONENT
PRINOTH tracked carriers access difficult worksites without damaging the terrain thanks to their low ground pressure design. Their superior stability and floatability are valuable assets when operating in challenging work environments such as electric utility. All-weather operation coupled with exceptional performance and implement versatility ensure the toughest jobs get done right.

While PRINOTH carriers may tread softly, they also carry the biggest payloads – up to an incredible 46,000 lb worth of equipment, materials and supplies. They can be outfitted with aerials with bucket heights of up to 180 ft, digger derricks with sheave heights of up to 120 ft and cranes with up to 89,600 lbs lifting capacities.

Microcontroller technology, EPA certification and hand-built assembly assure each and every one of our carriers runs as efficiently, reliably and safely as possible. Why? Because we know Mother Nature, and your worksite can be demanding at the best of times.

Contact NESCO to rent your PRINOTH chassis now!
(800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
When working in extreme cold conditions, the Artic Package offers options for preheating the engines of the trucks and bunkhouse heat assistance. The Espar Hydronic D4/D5 heater features automatic heat regulation while being fuel and power efficient. The heater runs on fuel and 12 or 24 volt power. It can perform this completely independent of the vehicle engine. The Hydronic heater can be operated from the vehicle cab by an on/off switch, a preselect time or a combination of both. The Espar AIRTRONIC air heater can provide space heat completely independently of the vehicle engine. It cycles through four heat output modes (boost-high-medium-low) in order to maintain the desired temperature. Each of these units are specially designed to provide a safe and dependable heating source.
HIREACH Faster jobs, lower equipment costs, and maximum equipment utilization are three of the many reasons why Elliott Equipment’s telescopic HiReach truck-mounted aerial work platforms are viewed as some of the most innovative and value-packed products on the market. Boost your independence and return on investment by using an Elliott HiReach to turn a two-truck job into a simple one-truck operation. The Elliott Equipment HiReach is designed to be a true multi-functional tool, offering aerial access, material handling, and a workstation in the sky, all on a single machine. With working heights to 140’, main boom winch capacities to 14,000 lbs, and a wide range of productivity features, the Elliot HiReach offers excellent value.

FIELD PROVEN RELIABILITY You work hard. So should your equipment. That’s why Elliott Equipment designs and builds every HiReach from the ground up with standard features that make sure it’s ready to help you do the toughest jobs, every day. Each HiReach is built for years of trouble-free operation thanks to dozens of features that reduce maintenance, downtime, and increase reliability and durability. On-road or off-road, Elliott Equipment manufactures solutions that fit the job at hand.

REACH AND FLEXIBILITY Elliott Equipment’s HiReach product is designed to give you greater freedom on the job site. Heavy-duty components and unique design characteristics provide for extreme amounts of available side reach in comparison to other aerial work platforms. The model H110 for example, offers over 80’ of side reach. This makes it easier to work a large area with a single truck setup, saving you time and money.
SAFETY FIRST
When you are working in the air, your machine had better be safe. Elliott’s HiReach products comply with the ANSI A92.2 standard and OSHA guidelines. On top of that, Elliott Equipment adds extra safety features like holding valves on all hydraulic cylinders, redundant systems to prevent accidental control movement, controlled work envelopes to ensure your machine doesn’t go where it’s not supposed to, outrigger interlocks and more. At Elliott, your safety comes first.

NESCO Rentals is an authorized Elliott Equipment Company dealer, providing rentals, service and support for all products.

Contact NESCO to rent your Elliott now!
(800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com

ELLIOIT
H110
WORKING HEIGHT
115’
BODY TYPE
FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING
NON-INSULATED
BASKET CAPACITY
600 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
AERIAL EQUIPMENT
NON-INSULATED

Non-insulated bucket trucks are used for aerial bucket applications where there is no hazard of electrocution. Common uses of non-insulated aerial equipment are in the telephone, cable TV, event decoration, film and signage industries, where the work area is less exposed to live wires.

Elliot L60R
WORKING HEIGHT 62’
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 500 LBS; TWO-MAN

“NESCO has been my go-to source for rentals for many years. Their rental representatives are very friendly and knowledgeable; I can always count on a fast response. A lot of the jobs I do are special-application situations and NESCO always has the equipment I need.”

Jim, Sign Installer
ELLIOTT G85F
WORKING HEIGHT 90'
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 600 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

ELLIOTT G85R
WORKING HEIGHT 85'
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 500 LBS; TWO-MAN
UPPER CONTROLS

MANITEX SC62
WORKING HEIGHT 62'
BODY TYPE FLATBED
MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 600 LBS; TWO-MAN

OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- UNDER-BODY BOXES

OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- UPPER CONTROLS
- UNDER-BODY BOXES

AERIAL DEVICES NON-INSULATED
30
180-DEGREE ROTATOR

180-degree hydraulic platform rotator offers more options to position the platform and get tools and materials where they need to be. A platform rotator also reduces the time required for setup and positioning of the boom. Help your crew be more productive by ensuring your truck has a hydraulic platform rotator.

VERSALIFT TEL29
WORKING HEIGHT 34’
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 350 LBS; SINGLE-MAN

VERSALIFT VANTEL 29
WORKING HEIGHT 34’
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 350 LBS; SINGLE-MAN

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- INVERTER

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- MOUNT TYPE CARGO VAN OR TRUCK
- INVERTER
VERSALIFT SST37NE
WORKING HEIGHT 42’
BODY TYPE UTILITY LINE
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 300 LBS; SINGLE-MAN

TEREX NT29
WORKING HEIGHT 34’
BODY TYPE CARGO VAN
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 300 LBS; SINGLE-MAN

TEREX NT29
WORKING HEIGHT 34’
BODY TYPE CARGO VAN
NON-MATERIAL HANDLING NON-INSULATED
BUCKET CAPACITY 300 LBS; SINGLE-MAN

AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- MOUNT TYPE CARGO VAN OR TRUCK
- INVERTER

AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- MOUNT TYPE CARGO VAN OR TRUCK
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- INVERTER

AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- MOUNT TYPE CARGO VAN OR TRUCK
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- INVERTER
Ranging from knuckle and service cranes to 50 ton cranes, and with a variety of track and truck mounts, NESCO can serve any need.

Our professional staff regularly tests and inspects each piece of equipment before it leaves our yard to make sure it is in top condition when you get it, meeting all current ANSI/CSA standards.
Doing whatever it takes is more than a motto at Grande Truck Center. It is the commitment of every member of the Grande team to excel in customer service. For almost 50 years, Grand Truck Center has dedicated itself to complete customer satisfaction by providing the most productive work trucks at competitive pricing and the finest service in the nation. Grande Truck Center strives to surpass the standards in quality and performance that today's driver requires.

What makes Grande Truck Center unique is that it only sells trucks. In addition to Ford light-duty, medium-duty and super-duty trucks, Grande offers sales and service for Mack, Volvo, Western Star and Autocar. This family of brands ensures complete customer satisfaction. Grande Truck Center has earned the reputation of being “The Leading Vocational Dealer” by providing an inventory of every size truck for every trade.

The success at Grande didn’t just happen. It is based on a solid foundation from its people who bring more than 300 combined years of truck sales-service experience. Customers like the dependability and family atmosphere in all departments at Grande. This long history and tradition makes the Grande Truck Center team unmatched in truck sales and service, and Grande has the right tools to meet the most rigorous service and maintenance demands. When it comes to service, Grand Truck Center accommodates immediate customer requirements with 26 fully-equipped service bays with transmission and chassis dynamometers, extended hours, an extensive parts inventory, and factory-trained technicians.

When it comes to parts, Grande Truck Center has earned the reputation of being a one-stop-shop parts department. A staff of highly qualified parts personnel is on-hand 24/7, offering over a 6-million-dollar parts inventory. The customer-focused parts department ships parts across the nation and worldwide, at competitive prices. Customers who visit Grande Truck Center are pleasantly surprised to find a ready-made selection of work trucks for immediate delivery, often out the same day. Grande also ships trucks across the USA. NESCO Rentals is proud to be a Grande Truck Center premier partner.

Contact NESCO to rent your Grande Truck chassis!
(800) 252-0043 | rentals@nescorentals.com
SERVICE TRUCKS

Service trucks are a great additional to any crane, boom truck, aerial device or digger derrick rental. Often, service trucks are utilized to haul additional parts to a jobsite. Many of our service trucks are mounted with a service crane. Ask your representative if a service truck is available.
STI 2452 TIGER 1061
LIFT CAPACITY
11,000 LBS
SHEAVE HEIGHT
21' TIGER CRANE
WORKING HEIGHT WITH JIB
7/16" X 120' WINCH CABLE
AIR COMPRESSOR
RADIO REMOTE
22" WORKBENCH

STI 2452 TIGER 6541
LIFT CAPACITY
6,500 LBS
SHEAVE HEIGHT
21' TIGER CRANE
BODY TYPE
UTILITY LINE
AIR COMPRESSOR
RADIO REMOTE
18" WORKBENCH
Time Manufacturing Company is recognized across the globe as the leader in aerial lift innovation. Our goal has always been to provide the safest solutions for our customers’ work practices by building the highest quality aerial devices in the world. We are an iso-certified company, and apply those standards to every VERSALIFT we build. The VERSALIFT product line has grown to encompass models for every market. Whether it be a 29’ man lift or a 108’ material handler, there is a VERSALIFT to get the job done.

The VERSALIFT TMD Digger Derrick units are manufactured with time-proven, rugged components that ensure long, dependable life and reduced cost of ownership that is second to none. With reliable, full-pressure hydraulic controls, low maintenance non-lube bushings, infinitely adjustable wear pads, visual-critical fastener torque indicators and lifting capacities that exceed the competition, the VERSALIFT TMD series digger derricks will help you get the job done faster, reliably and more cost efficient.

Demand Better...Demand VERSALIFT!

Contact NESCO to rent your VERSALIFT now! (800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
**PALFINGER PK11001A**
LIFT CAPACITY 12,300 LBS
MAX OUT-REACH 25’ 7”
BODY TYPE FLATBED WITH WINCH

**PALFINGER PK1200A**
LIFT CAPACITY 14,970 LBS
MAX OUT-REACH 26’ 11”
BODY TYPE FLATBED
BOOM TRUCKS
31 - 50 TON

Boom trucks make the toughest jobs in wind, building, construction, plant maintenance and holiday decorating easier.

MANITEX 1770C
LIFT CAPACITY 17 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 70’
JIB EXTENSION 24'-41'
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE
300’ X 9/16”
WIRE ROPE

NATIONAL 8100D
LIFT CAPACITY 23.5 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 100’
JIB EXTENSION 25-44’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE
325’ X 9/16”
WIRE ROPE

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
**MANITEX 26101C**
LIFT CAPACITY 26 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 101’
JIB EXTENSION 29’
325’ X 9/16” WIRE ROPE

**MANITEX 28124SX**
LIFT CAPACITY 28 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 124’
JIB EXTENSION 31’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE 300’ X 9/16” WIRE ROPE

**ELLIOtT 30105F-D/SO**
LIFT CAPACITY 30 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 105’
JIB EXTENSION 26-45’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE AUGER ATTACHMENT 425’ X 9/16” WIRE ROPE

**OPTIONS**
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
PIN ON BASKET
33 - 40 TON

Adding a pin on basket option to your crane will increase the truck’s capabilities and reduce the need to rent a portable aerial-lift for your projects. This option allows for a quick-attach to the boom and includes a gravity hung steel construction basket with a cylinder brake lock. The basket option provides a capacity of up to 1,200 lbs and dimensions up to 72” x 36”.

NATIONAL 14127
LIFT CAPACITY 33 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 127’
JIB EXTENSION 30’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE
375’ X 5/8” WIRE ROPE

MANITEX 35124
LIFT CAPACITY 35 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 124’
JIB EXTENSION 31’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE
380’ X 5/8” WIRE ROPE
**ELLIOOTT 36127R**
LIFT CAPACITY 36 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 127’
JIB EXTENSION 32-49’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE
425’ X 9/16”
WIRE ROPE

**NATIONAL 18127**
LIFT CAPACITY 40 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 127’
JIB EXTENSION 31-55’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE
375’ X 5/8”
WIRE ROPE

**NATIONAL NBT40-142**
LIFT CAPACITY 40 TON
SHEAVE HEIGHT 142’
JIB EXTENSION 31-55’
BASKET CAPACITY TWO-MAN BASKET
RADIO REMOTE
450’ X 5/8”
WIRE ROPE
Manitex’s TC500 series includes the 50155S equipped with 5-section full power proportional boom, capable of 202’ lifting reach and 209’ maximum working reach when equipped with optional 1,200 capacity personnel basket and 1-section 39’ jib. Tilting cab feature provides the operator with unmatched view of the load and job site. A full color graphic LMI display and optional engine monitor system-EMS provide all lifting parameters and truck engine parameters at a glance. The operator has the ability to operate the outriggers remotely using ROC-radio outrigger controls as well as lower and raise the hook block for storing and rigging with RWC-remote winch control from any location around the machine. Prominent features of the TC500 are two-speed planetary hoist with piston motor, operator selectable Free Swing-No Free Swing slewing brake, - 6°/80°, boom elevation and 360° continuous rotation. A lightweight aluminum ladder provides access to the crane from 5-locations and can be used in conjunction with platforms located on the upper structure to service wire rope and hoists.

The 50155S is a truck-mounted crane developed to meet the wide-ranging needs of operators and contractors. With five boom, 2-subframe and 2-coutrweight options and ability to install on a wide selection of chassis, the TC500 Series can be tailored to meet a variety of applications. Widely used in operated/maintained fleets as well as residential and commercial construction, bridge work, power line construction and oil field service.

Manitex, Inc. offers a full line of Boom Trucks from the 17-Ton TC-170 to our newest 70-Ton TC700 truck crane. And the SkyCrane for work in the sign, utility and mining industries.

Manitex’s full line of Valla industrial cranes can meet your rental needs when moving heavy machinery inside manufacturing facilities.

Contact NESCO to rent your Manitex crane now! (800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
PowerTraxx Vehicles Inc. - Manufacturers of off-road tracked vehicles with carrying capacities that range from 10,000 lbs. to over 46,000 lbs. suitable for transporting personnel or being mounted with devices that fit all aspects of your work.

PowerTraxx offers over ten models of tracked utility and personnel vehicles available in a variety of sizes, shapes, and configurations. Single, two, five or eight person ROPS enclosed cabins are available, and all vehicles come standard with a heavy duty solid-steel arched walking beam suspensions.

PowerTraxx Vehicles Inc.

- At PowerTraxx, we pride ourselves on the quality, reliability and value of not only the tracked vehicles we produce, but also our people and the work they perform. Our goal is to provide our users with a vehicle that best suits their requirements, which is why we continuously improve working methods as well as work closely with our suppliers to ensure we have the right components for the application.

PowerTraxx is dedicated to providing the toughest, highest quality, long life vehicles that are easily maintained so your work does not stop. Our facility is equipped with a functional testing area that incorporates much of the terrain and working conditions that our equipment is subject to by our users. Each and every new PowerTraxx vehicle that is ready to leave our doors undergoes a rigorous test to ensure that it meets our high standards of quality and performance.

PowerTraxx tracked vehicles are easily equipped with a diverse range of attachments—from material handling aerial devices, to construction booms, to diamond drills, to folding cranes—whatever your job requires.

PowerTraxx boasts the largest payload capacities and highest ROPS (Rollover Protective Structure) rating in the industry—certified to 100,000 lbs.

PowerTraxx is your full service spot for your tracked equipment, service and parts needs. With over $4 million worth of critical components on hand and ready to be shipped, we will have you up and running in no time.

PowerTraxx Vehicles Inc. quality components, proven design and a dedication to producing a vehicle that exceeds your expectations are part of every PowerTraxx vehicle.

Contact NESCO to rent your PowerTraxx now!
(800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
**MANTIS 3612**
- Lift Capacity: 18 TON
- Sheave Height: 71' 4"
- Jib Extension: 15-25'
- Counterweight: 10,000 LBS
- 400' x 9/16"
- Wire Rope

**NATIONAL 11105**
- Lift Capacity: 28 TON
- Sheave Height: 105'
- Jib Extension: 25-44'
- Basket Capacity: Two-Man Basket
- Radio Remote
- 320' x 9/16"
- Wire Rope

**ELLIOTT 30105R**
- Lift Capacity: 30 TON
- Sheave Height: 105'
- Jib Extension: 26'
- Basket Capacity: Two-Man Basket
- Radio Remote
- 425' x 9/16"
- Wire Rope

**Options**
Available on some units:
- Platform
Elliot’s BoomTruck line can be described with two words, ‘High Performance’. From the ground up, Elliot’s truck mounted telescopic cranes are designed with features that boost value and operator satisfaction. Our precision engineered BoomTruck model line features lifting capacities up to 50 tons, boom lengths of up to 142’, and maximum tip heights of up to 207’. Every model is mounted to a high quality truck or track vehicle chassis suited toward your specific application needs.

Elliot’s manufacturing facility uses only the highest quality components from the leading manufacturers of hydraulics, electrical and steel fabrications. Every machine is assembled 100% in the USA by skilled technicians in an environment that embraces quality, customization and safety.

Every detail of the Elliot Equipment BoomTruck is designed to maximize your productivity and efficiency. Product development is driven by customers who demand the most dependable and flexible equipment on the market. For those reasons, Elliot also offers some exclusive features and options designed with user input including our Ride-Around Control Console, SuperLink Outriggers, DynaSmooth Controls and a wide range of track-vehicle installation options for extreme environments.
REACH AND FLEXIBILITY

Just like the rest of Elliott’s products, the Elliott BoomTruck is more than just a single-purpose machine. Combine the Elliott BoomTruck product with accessories including wireless remotes, two-man aerial work platforms, a high torque hydraulic digger, and much more for a high performance machine to work even harder for you. Elliott proudly offers the widest range of accessories available in the BoomTruck market, with more options added every year.

PEACE OF MIND

Elliott machines are built to last. That’s why we can back them with the best warranty in the business. Every Elliott machine undergoes a rigorous design process including finite element stress analysis, third party testing and life-cycle testing to ensure that equipment stays on the job, and out of the shop. There’s a reason why everyone from government agencies and multi-national corporations with giant fleets of equipment, to small business owners with a single truck, chooses Elliott for their most vital aerial and crane applications.

NESCO Rentals is an authorized Elliott Equipment Company dealer, providing rentals, service and support for all products.

Contact NESCO to rent your Elliott now! (800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
If you need to dig holes, set poles and screw anchors or lift and hoist materials, then NESCO’s versatile range of diggers is here for you. From back easement, track and truck units, sheave heights ranging from 32’ to 80’ and winch capacities from 3,800lbs to 15,000lbs, NESCO’s name brand, quality diggers and back easement units are sure to suit your jobsite needs.

All NESCO diggers are regularly tested for safety and are rated for operations per the current industry and engineering standards.
**Digger Derrick Options**

**Flatbed Body**
Flatbed body allows for quick and easy loading of goods and is ideal for abnormal load sizes.

**Utility Body**
A utility bed body is available on small and medium sized diggers and offers lockable storage cabinet.

**Boom Tip Mount Winch**
15,000 lb bare drum capacity, worm gear winch equipped with a hydraulic counterbalance valve mounted at end of intermediate boom.

**Command Post**
Exclusive Single Stick “T” Control allows one hand to operate three functions: rotation, boom elevation and intermediate boom extension. Other functions have individual controls and hydraulic foot throttle.

**Upper Controls**
Optional with pin-on bucket. Used for rotation, boom elevation, winch, sequential extension of intermediate boom and fiberglass upper boom. Allows for complete control at the tip of the boom.

**Stand Up Controls**
All functions are controlled from the stand beside pedestal mounted dual control stations from either side in sequential format. Hydraulic foot throttle included.

**Turrent Mount Winch**
15,000lb bare drum capacity, worm gear winch equipped with hydraulic counterbalance valve mounted on the derrick turntable.
**TEREX 4045**
SHEAVE HEIGHT 45'
BODY TYPE FLATBED
INSULATED TOOL CIRCUIT TURRET MOUNT WINCH

**TEREX 4047**
SHEAVE HEIGHT 47'
BODY TYPE FLATBED INSULATED TOOL CIRCUIT TURRET MOUNT WINCH

**TEREX LD47**
SHEAVE HEIGHT 47'
BODY TYPE FLATBED INSULATED TOOL CIRCUIT TURRET MOUNT WINCH

**OPTIONS**
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- UTILITY BODY
- TRACK MOUNT
- PIN ON BUCKET
- UPPER CONTROLS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- TIP MOUNT WINCH

**OPTIONS**
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- UTILITY BODY
- TRACK MOUNT
- PIN ON BUCKET
- UPPER CONTROLS
- ALL WHEEL DRIVE
- TIP MOUNT WINCH
- RAIL GEAR

54' - 47'
BUILT FOR YOU
As a Pengo Master Distributor, NESCO provides the product expertise and most importantly the solutions for all your drilling applications. NESCO offers the largest in stock inventory and factory trained staff in North America; NESCO’s factory trained staff are well equipped to understand your application, provide the proper solution, and deliver product quickly and correctly. NESCO, a premiere provider to the power utility sector, brings a customer dedicated focus in over 45 locations throughout North America.

Utility, Construction, Foundation, Agriculture Augers, and Drives – that is Pengo, the #1 auger, hydraulic drive attachment, and related wear parts provider in the world. A solutions focused company with over 150 patents in the industries we serve many of which have become the basis for today’s drilling standards.

NESCO and Pengo—solutions based, customer focused! Our goal is clear, your success.

Contact NESCO to purchase or rent your Pengo products now!
(800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
**TEREX 5052**
- Sheave Height 52’
- Flatbed
- Insulated
- Tool Circuit
- Turret Mount Winch

**TEREX 6060**
- Sheave Height 60’
- Flatbed
- Insulated
- Tool Circuit
- Turret Mount Winch

**TEREX GENERAL**
- Sheave Height 65’
- Flatbed
- Insulated
- Tool Circuit
- Turret Mount Winch

**TEREX GENERAL**
- Sheave Height 80’
- Flatbed
- Insulated
- Tool Circuit
- Turret Mount Winch

**OPTIONS**
- Available on some units
- Utility Body
- All Wheel Drive
- Tip Mount Winch
- Pin on Bucket
- Upper Controls

**OPTIONS**
- Available on some units
- Utility Body
- All Wheel Drive
- Tip Mount Winch
- Pin on Bucket
- Upper Controls

**OPTIONS**
- Available on some units
- Utility Body
- Track Mount
- All Wheel Drive
- Tip Mount Winch
- Pin on Bucket
- Upper Controls

**OPTIONS**
- Available on some units
- Utility Body
- Track Mount
- All Wheel Drive
- Tip Mount Winch
- Pin on Bucket
- Upper Controls
DIGGER DERRICKS
TRACK Diggers
A variety of NESCO’s digger derricks are available on tracks eliminating many issues caused by unpredictable terrain. Swamps, mountainous terrains, snow, ice, wet and muddy ground are no longer cause for concern. Track diggers are available with steel or rubber tracks which increase the surface area and distribute weight more evenly. Rubber tracks allow for travel on concrete or blacktop without causing damage.

CONNECT EQUIPMENT WITH EASE
KELLY BAR EXTENSIONS
Telescopic Kelly bars transfer torque and crowd force from the rotary drive to the drilling tool. Contact your rental representative for available sizes.

Hex Adapters
- 2” to 2 1/2”
- 2” to 2 5/8”
- 2 1/8” to 2 5/8”
- 2 5/8” to 2 1/2”

Square Adapters
- 3” to 4”
- 4” to 3”
- 4” to 3 1/2”
- 4” to 130MM
- 5” to 4”
- 150MM to 4”
- 150MM to 130MM
- 200MM to 4”
- 200MM to 5”
- 200MM to 150MM
- 200MM to 177MM

Kelly Bars
- 2” by 72”
- 2 1/2” by 72”
- 2 5/8” by 72”
- 2 1/2” to 2” by 72”
- 2 1/2” to 2 5/8” by 72”
- 2 1/2” by 24”
- 2 1/2” by 36”
- 2 1/2” by 48”
- 2 5/8” to 2 1/2” by 72”
- 2 5/8” by 24”
- 2 5/8” by 36”
- 2 5/8” by 48”

OPTIONS
- TRUCK MOUNT
- TIP MOUNT WINCH

TEREX 4045
SHEAVE HEIGHT 45”
FLATBED
INSULATED
TOOL CIRCUIT
TURRET MOUNT WINCH

AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
**TEREX 4047**
- SHEAVE HEIGHT 47”
- FLATBED
- INSULATED
- TOOL CIRCUIT
- TURRET MOUNT WINCH

**TEREX 6060**
- SHEAVE HEIGHT 60”
- FLATBED
- INSULATED
- TOOL CIRCUIT
- TURRET MOUNT WINCH

**TEREX GENERAL**
- SHEAVE HEIGHT 65”
- FLATBED
- INSULATED
- TOOL CIRCUIT
- TURRET MOUNT WINCH

**TEREX GENERAL**
- SHEAVE HEIGHT 80”
- FLATBED
- INSULATED
- TOOL CIRCUIT
- TURRET MOUNT WINCH

**OPTIONS**
- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
  - TRUCK MOUNT
  - PIN ON BUCKET
  - UPPER CONTROLS
  - TIP MOUNT WINCH

**OPTIONS**
- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
  - TRUCK MOUNT
  - PIN ON BUCKET
  - UPPER CONTROLS
  - TIP MOUNT WINCH

**OPTIONS**
- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
  - TRUCK MOUNT
  - PIN ON BUCKET
  - UPPER CONTROLS
  - TIP MOUNT WINCH

**OPTIONS**
- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
  - TRUCK MOUNT
  - PIN ON BUCKET
  - UPPER CONTROLS
  - TIP MOUNT WINCH
Established in 1976, S.D.P. Manufacturing, Inc. has been producing quality products that meet and exceed their customer’s needs and expectations. Known for their world-famous, versatile multipurpose EZ Hauler family of track mini-derrick machines, the S.D.P. units are specifically designed for utility operations personnel. S.D.P. Manufacturing, Inc. is committed to manufacturing quality, easement equipment.

Striving for innovated concept, design, and manufacturing S.D.P. has been building machinery that contributes to the enhancement of the environment for almost 40 years.

Contact NESCO to rent your S.D.P. back easement now!
(800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sheave Height</th>
<th>Boom Capacity</th>
<th>Insulated</th>
<th>Pin on Bucket</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Hydraulic Pole Guide</th>
<th>Tandem Axle Trailer</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDP 3400</td>
<td>33'</td>
<td>3,400 lbs</td>
<td>Insulated</td>
<td>Pin on Bucket</td>
<td>Radio Remote</td>
<td>Hydraulic Pole Guide</td>
<td>Tandem Axle Trailer</td>
<td>- Power Inverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKYLIFT MINI 33</td>
<td>33'</td>
<td>4,000 lbs</td>
<td>Insulated</td>
<td>Pin on Bucket</td>
<td>Radio Remote</td>
<td>Full Pressure Radio Remote</td>
<td>Tandem Axle Trailer</td>
<td>- Non-Marking Rubber Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP 4100</td>
<td>42'</td>
<td>4,100 lbs</td>
<td>Insulated</td>
<td>Pin on Bucket</td>
<td>Radio Remote</td>
<td>Hydraulic Pole Guide</td>
<td>Tandem Axle Trailer</td>
<td>- 750 lbs Can Handler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP 5500</td>
<td>43'</td>
<td>5,500 lbs</td>
<td>Insulated</td>
<td>Pin on Bucket</td>
<td>Radio Remote</td>
<td>Hydraulic Pole Guide</td>
<td>Tandem Axle Trailer</td>
<td>- 8' Material Handling Jib Extension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options Available on Some Units**
- Power Inverter
- Non-Marking Rubber Track
- 750 lbs Can Handler
- 8' Jib Extension
- (2) Single Man Pin on Buckets
- 8' Material Handling Jib Extension
SKYLIFT PATRIOT 40/50

The leading provider of easement specialty equipment for utility pole and transformer installations, traffic signal maintenance, tree trimming, and other applications.

These products are designed specifically for accessing tight alleyways, gates, and rear property utility applications. Skylift powers the industry with several different models of utility vehicles available in a variety of sizes and configurations. We are dedicated to providing the toughest, highest quality, long life vehicles available.

Contact NESCO to rent your Skylift Mini-Derrick now!
(800) 252-0043  |  www.NESCORENTALS.com
**SKYLIFT**

**SUPER 6000**

**LOW PRO**

SHEAVE HEIGHT

40 / 48'

BOOM CAPACITY

6,000 LBS

INSULATED PIN ON BUCKET

CONTROLS

FULL PRESSURE

RADIO REMOTE

HYDRAULIC POLE GUIDE

TANDEM AXLE TRAILER

**OPTIONS**

AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS

- 750 LBS CAN HANDLER
- POWER INVERTER
- 8' JIB EXTENSION
- (2) SINGLE MAN PIN ON BUCKETS

**SKYLIFT**

**RANGER 40**

SHEAVE HEIGHT

40 / 50'

BOOM CAPACITY

6,000 LBS

INSULATED PIN ON BUCKET

CONTROLS

FULL PRESSURE

RADIO REMOTE

HYDRAULIC POLE GUIDE

TANDEM AXLE TRAILER

**OPTIONS**

AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS

- 750 LBS CAN HANDLER
- POWER INVERTER
- 8' JIB EXTENSION
- (2) SINGLE MAN PIN ON BUCKETS

**SKYLIFT**

**PATRIOT 40/50**

SHEAVE HEIGHT

40 / 50'

BOOM CAPACITY

6,000 LBS

INSULATED PIN ON BUCKET

CONTROLS

FULL PRESSURE

RADIO REMOTE

HYDRAULIC POLE GUIDE

TANDEM AXLE TRAILER

**OPTIONS**

AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS

- 750 LBS CAN HANDLER
- POWER INVERTER
- 8' JIB EXTENSION
- (2) SINGLE MAN PIN ON BUCKETS
PRESSURE Diggers

NESCO carries a complete line of pressure drills and diggers, offering a wide range of drilling speeds, torque, track and truck mount units. If the equipment doesn’t meet your specific needs, we are happy to customize the equipment to suit the job at hand.

All NESCO pressure drills and diggers are regularly tested for safety and rated for operations per the current industry and engineering standards.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Depth (ft)</th>
<th>Hole Dia. (in)</th>
<th>Mast Height (ft)</th>
<th>Torque (ft-lb)</th>
<th>Service Winch (lbs)</th>
<th>Inner Kelly Winch (lbs)</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texoma 330-20</td>
<td>20'</td>
<td>72&quot;</td>
<td>32' 8&quot;</td>
<td>52,588</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>12,600</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATSON 1100</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td>24' 10&quot;</td>
<td>40,600</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texoma 650-30</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td>25' 4&quot;</td>
<td>43,404</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texoma 650-40</td>
<td>40'</td>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td>33&quot;</td>
<td>43,404</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texoma 330-20</td>
<td>20'</td>
<td>72&quot;</td>
<td>32' 8&quot;</td>
<td>52,588</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>12,600</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATSON 1100</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td>24' 10&quot;</td>
<td>40,600</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texoma 650-30</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td>25' 4&quot;</td>
<td>43,404</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texoma 650-40</td>
<td>40'</td>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td>33&quot;</td>
<td>43,404</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Options available on some units:
- All Wheel Drive
As a long recognized leader and innovator in the Drilled Shaft industry, Watson is uniquely qualified to design and manufacture drill rigs for drilled shaft (bored pile) construction. Having originated as drilling contractors, four generations of the Watson family have understood the advantage of using the most dependable, versatile and productive equipment available as well as the essential nature of exceptional customer support.

The history of Watson, Inc. goes back to 1923 when Verne Watson rigged a single wood-rimmed flatbed truck and started Fort Worth House Moving Company in his home town of Fort Worth, Texas. From these humble beginnings, his business quickly grew to include larger structures and industrial machinery. In the 1930s, lift cranes were eventually added to the equipment fleet, allowing expansion into steel erection, with a focus on setting steel girders for the Texas Highway Department. The instability of the bridge foundations being used at that time resulted in Watson working closely with the highway department to develop and test drilled shafts for use in bridge foundations. In the mid 1940s, Watson adapted some of the lift cranes for the purpose of drilling shafts and expanded the company’s drilled shaft operations.

By the mid 1950s, the company was known as Watson Foundation Company and had operations in Denver and Atlanta, as well as Fort Worth. Business consisted almost exclusively of drilled shaft contracting along with the manufacturing of equipment and tooling to meet the company’s needs. Along the way, Verne and his son, Jack used their engineering aptitude and contracting experience to prototype completely new products and drilling technologies.
By the early 1960s, Watson began to see increasing demand by other drilling contractors for the drill rigs Watson was designing and building for themselves. Watson Manufacturing Company was established to meet this demand and made its first sale of a 5000 Crane Attachment in 1965 to Peter Lind Ltd., located in the UK.

Between 1965 and 1973, Watson migrated out of drilled shaft contracting and devoted all resources to the design, manufacture, and sale of foundation drilling equipment for the up and coming drilled shaft industry. Since the 1970s, the company has emerged as an industry leader in foundation drilling rigs. During this time, the 3rd and 4th generation of Watson’s joined the company fostering the evolution of the company into the modern era of business, manufacturing and technology.

Watson, Inc. has partnered with NESCO Rentals to provide our customers with a wide variety of foundation drilling equipment. Specifically, NESCO and Watson currently offer our clients the opportunity to rent or lease the 1100TM and two ExcaDrill® models; the EDT 5 and the EDT 7. The combination of the excavator and drill attachment provides the ExcaDrill the stability and versatility needed to drill in some very challenging conditions including low overhead situations. The 1100TM provides for excellent production whether you need to drill one hole or set up on a jobsite to drill hundreds of holes. Our partnership works to provide more options to our customers day in and day out.

Watson delivers a wide range of increasingly dependable and productive drill rigs, while maintaining the critical focus on strong customer relationships and exceptional customer support that have helped to define the company. Founded upon more than six decades of American pride and workmanship, steady determination, and diverse experience in foundation drilling, Watson Incorporated continues to strive for the success of its partners, customers and employees.

Contact NESCO to rent your Watson now! (800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
LoDRIL DH18-60
DRILL DEPTH 60'
MAX HOLE DIA. 48''
MAST HEIGHT 16' 3''
TORQUE 18,000 FT-LB
SERVICE WINCH 5,000 LBS
INNER KELLY WINCH 12,000 LBS

LoDRIL DH40-60
DRILL DEPTH 60'
MAX HOLE DIA. 84''
MAST HEIGHT 26'
TORQUE 43,000 FT-LB
INNER KELLY WINCH 25,000 LBS

LoDRIL DH60-60
DRILL DEPTH 60'
MAX HOLE DIA. UP TO 108''
MAST HEIGHT 20'
TORQUE 62,000 FT-LB
SERVICE WINCH 12,000 LBS
INNER KELLY WINCH 25,000 LBS

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- TRACK PADS

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- TRACK PADS

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- TRACK PADS
STRINGING GEAR

NESCO offers a complete range of stringing equipment and accessories for any voltage. With our versatile equipment offerings, you have the ability to handle any job, terrain and weather condition all while meeting local standards.

All NESCO trailers are regularly tested for safety and rated for operations per current regulations.

PROUDLY RENTING
Hogg & Davis, Sherman + Reilly,
TSE and Morpac
SAMSON SETS THE STANDARD FOR PREMIUM PERFORMANCE. ACCEPT NOTHING LESS.

Samson’s ropes made for pulling and stringing lines, hand lines, and winching applications are strong and lightweight, yet withstand the abrasion and abuse of repeated use in the demanding environment of the utility industry.

To keep the utility contractor’s work moving smoothly and efficiently, Samson offers a full range of products from lightweight low stretch stringing lines in ultra-long lengths, to hand lines that withstand the tough conditions of pulling through blocks while retaining the great grip and hand-friendly feel.

Utility contractors benefit from Samson history, which has been at the forefront of fiber technology for over 130 years; developing dependable cordage products that take on the industry’s toughest challenges while outlasting and outperforming the alternatives. We continue to bring new fibers, constructions, and coatings to the work site that help these critical components last longer and work even harder.

Add in Samson’s unmatched package of pre-sale and after-sale support and you’ve got real value in a product that some would consider a commodity. We call the combination The Samson Advantage; our customers call it peace of mind.

**AmSteel® Blue**

Perfect for winch lines and pulling or stringing lines, AmSteel® Blue is a direct replacement for wire ropes, but weighs 85% less. It has the same strength and elongation, but it is non-rotational, highly abrasion and cut resistant, with excellent flex fatigue resistance. This 12-strand, Samthane-coated construction is made with 100% Dyneema® fiber and offered in a variety of colors.

**Stable Braid**

High-tenacity polyester in a double braid construction, Stable Braid is well suited for use on winches and in pulling and stringing operations. It has low elongation and a firm, yet flexible construction. It is also abrasion resistant and durable with high resistance to UV degradation.

**Tenex**

Tenex is a great ‘utility player’ and economical alternative for pulling and stringing lines. It is a 12-strand single braid with excellent holding ability, high strength-to-weight ratio, and good abrasion and snag resistance. It is available in your choice of seven colors and a wide range of sizes to suit any project.
Tenex is a workhorse in the utility stringing and pulling sector. High tenacity polyester gives Tenex a high strength-to-weight ratio, great snag and abrasion resistance with excellent holding abilities; it works well from drums. It is available in very long lengths, in several colors for easy coding of lines, and is very simple to splice in the field. All in all, Tenex is the best value available in pulling and stringing.
RUGGED DEPENDABILITY SINCE 1947

Hogg & Davis products have been made with rugged dependability that utility providers and government agencies have been relying on for more than 60 years. Founded in 1947 as a partnership by Fred G. Hogg and Willard W. Davis, the company has been designing and building specialized products for the construction of telephone and power lines for fifty years. Incorporated in 1959, the company is still family owned, with second and third generations managing operations.

After forty-four years in Southern California, the company relocated to Odell, Oregon in 1991, where it currently occupies a 50,000 sq. ft. facility located on 5.65 acres in the John Weber Industrial Park.

The original product manufactured by the company was the Safety Pole Tongs, which are still produced on a regular basis today. From that beginning, the product line has grown to a wide variety of line construction tools and specialized trailers.

Hogg & Davis was the first to design and introduce a self-loading, self-propelled cable reel trailer that was fully operational by one man. This unit also featured the first practical use of friction drive as the pulling force, creating up to 20,000 pounds line pull. Later models refined the process and produced more than 40,000 pounds line pull. The power, maneuverability and ease of operation of these units quickly established them as standards for many of the largest utilities in the nation. The latest models of these units, the HYDRA 985 and the HP 6500 are in current production.

Hogg & Davis has partnered with NESCO Rentals to provide our customers with these rugged and dependable units. NESCO Rentals offer clients the opportunity to rent or lease the OLT: 38, 52, 72; ODP: 100, 100-3, 200, 204, 404, 4000 and 6000. The variety of pulling and tensioning equipment provides customers with the stability and versatility needed; giving NESCO customers more options to get the job done.

Contact NESCO to rent Hogg & Davis now!
(800) 252-0043  |  www.NESCORENTALS.com
HOGG & DAVIS OLT38
MAX TENSION CAPACITY 3,000 LBS
BULLWHEEL 38” DIA.
GROOVES 1-1/2” DIA.
BRONZE TENSION DISC BRAKES 24” DIA.
REAL CARRIER CAPACITY 90” DIA. X 56” WIDTH 8,000 LBS
REEL BAR SIZE 2-1/2”

SHERMAN + REILLY BWT-1363
MAX TENSION CAPACITY 3,000 LBS
BULLWHEEL 38” DIA.
GROOVES 1-1/2” DIA.
DISC BRAKES 16” DIA.
REAL CARRIER CAPACITY 72” DIA. X 56” WIDTH
REEL BAR SIZE 2-5/8”

TSE 30/36
MAX TENSION CAPACITY 3,000 LBS
BULLWHEEL 36” DIA.
GROOVES 1-1/4” DIA.
BRONZE TENSION DISC BRAKES 24” DIA.
REEL BAR SIZE 2-5/8”
HOGG & DAVIS
OLT52
MAX TENSION CAPACITY
5,000 LBS
BULLWHEEL
52” DIA.
GROOVES
1-1/2” DIA.
OVERSPIN BRAKE
16” DIA.
REAL CARRIER CAPACITY
96” DIA. X 56” WIDTH
REEL BAR SIZE
3”

SHERMAN + REILLY
BWT-1545
MAX TENSION CAPACITY
5,000 LBS
BULLWHEEL
54” DIA.
OVERSPIN BRAKE
16” DIA.
REAL CARRIER CAPACITY
96” DIA. X 54” WIDTH
**TSE 50/52**
- MAX TENSION CAPACITY: 5,000 LBS
- BULLWHEEL: 52” DIA.
- GROOVES: 1-1/2” DIA.
- OVERSPIN BRAKE: 16” DIA.
- REAL CARRIER CAPACITY: 90” DIA. X 53” WIDTH

**HOCC & DAVIS OLT72**
- MAX TENSION CAPACITY: 5,000 LBS
- BULLWHEEL: 52” DIA.
- GROOVES: 2-1/2” DIA.
- BRONZE TENSION DISC BRAKES: 36” DIA.
- REAL CARRIER CAPACITY: 90” DIA. X 53” WIDTH
- REEL BAR SIZE: 2-5/8”

**TSE T100/72**
- MAX TENSION CAPACITY: 10,000 LBS
- BULLWHEEL: 72” DIA.
- GROOVES: 2” DIA.
- VENTILATED BRONZE DISC BRAKES
The Sherman + Reilly PTR-7230 is a puller/tensioner/reconductorer all in one. With the capability of delivering up to 30,000 pounds of pulling force, the PTR-7230 allows for a maximum speed of 4 mph. The PTR-7230 can tension up to 25,000 pounds and features a fully electronic control system for precision application of force to the conductor through its twin 72” bullwheels. The entire pull is recorded through the on-board computer making it easy to review the pull history. Sherman+Reilly’s Revolution Series PTR-7230, boasts a rapid speed to operator proficiency through its intuitive design. It includes an integrated drum for holding steel hardline or synthetic rope used for transmission pulls.

The PTR-7230 unit has it all; featuring the Sherman + Reilly Safe-Zone™ Cab, digital controls and self-diagnostics. The Safe Zone™ Cab is designed to reduce operator fatigue with its fully adjustable ergonomic seat, climate controlled space, excellent visibility and ultra-quiet noise reduction. These benefits help create a much safer work environment for the operator and crews. The PTR-7230 is available in both a single 48 foot, 5th wheel trailer configuration, as well as a split unit configuration.

This machine is available through NESCO Rentals and comes with factory authorized operator training on the jobsite from day one. Sherman+Reilly’s partnership with NESCO Rentals allows you access to the latest and most advanced stringing technology with no large capital investment. If you need the best transmission class puller/tensioner/reconductorer on the market and you want nationwide availability and service, rent it here from NESCO Rentals.

Contact NESCO to rent Sherman + Reilly now!
(800) 252-0043  |  www.NESCORENTALS.com
**SHERMAN + REILLY T-2608**
- Max Tension Capacity: 8,000 LBS
- Bullwheel: 60" Dia.
- Grooves: 1-1/2" Dia.
- Payout Brake & Hydraulic Retriever: 20"
- Hydraulic Drive System

**SHERMAN + REILLY T-7212**
- Max Tension Capacity: 12,000 LBS
- Bullwheel: 72" Dia.
- Grooves: 2-1/4" Dia.
- Hydraulic Release Brake
- Microprocessor Controlled Motor Drive

**TSE T150H72-2**
- Max Tension Capacity: 30,000 LBS
- Bullwheel: 72" Dia.
- Grooves: 2" Dia.
- Hydraulic Release Brake
- Hydraulic Drive System

**DOUBLE BUNDLE BULLWHEEL 36', 38'**
HOGG & DAVIS

ODP4000

MAX PULLING CAPACITY
4,000 LBS

MAX REEL
48" DIA.
40" WIDTH
3,280 LBS

ROPE CAPACITY
(1) SPOOL
5/8" X 10,000' TENEX

TSE

DPT40

MAX PULLING CAPACITY
4,350 LBS

MAX REEL
72" DIA.
54" WIDTH
6,000 LBS

LEVEL WIND
ROPE CAPACITY
(1) SPOOL
5/8" X 10,000' UNITREX
**Hogg & Davis ODP6000**
- **Max Pulling Capacity**: 6,000 LBS
- **Max Reel**: 62” Dia.
- **Rope Capacity**: 3/4” x 15,000’ Tenex

**Sherman + Reilly T-3366**
- **Max Pulling Capacity**: 4,500 LBS
- **Max Reel**: 66” Dia.
- **Width**: 38”
- **Rope Capacity**: 5/8” x 6,000’ Unline

**Sherman + Reilly PT-7000**
- **Max Pulling Capacity**: 7,500 LBS
- **Max Reel**: 48” Dia.
- **Rope Capacity**: 0.63” x 11,500’ Unitrex

---

**Puller/Tensioners**
- **Pulling Capacity**: 4,000 LBS - 7,500 LBS
HOGG & DAVIS
ODP100
MAX PULLING CAPACITY
10,000 LBS
MAX REEL
80” DIA.
57.5” WIDTH
2,990 LBS
PROGRAMMABLE PULLING SYSTEM (PPS)
LEVEL WIND
ROPE CAPACITY
(1) SPOOL
1” X 20,000’ TENEX
**TSE**

PTV1001SLRC

- **MAX PULLING CAPACITY**: 11,000 LBS
- **MAX REEL**: 96” DIA, 53” WIDH, 16,000 LBS
- **5” REEL BAR**

**OPTIONS**

- AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
  - BREAKAWAY REEL

---

**HOGG & DAVIS**

ODP200

- **MAX PULLING CAPACITY**: 20,000 LBS
- **MAX REEL**: 59” DIA, 50-3/4” WIDTH, 31,000 LBS
- **TRI-DRIVE**
- **TRUCK MOUNT**
- **LEVEL WIND**
- **ROPE CAPACITY**: (1) SPOOL 5/8” X 22,000’ SWAGED LINE

---

**SHERMAN + REILLY**

PT-7230

- **MAX PULLING CAPACITY**: 30,000 LBS
- **MAX REEL**: 120” DIA, 60” WIDTH
- **TENSIONING CAP**: 12,000 LBS
- **RECONDUCTORING CAP**: 20,000 LBS
- **ROPE CAPACITY**: (1) SPOOL 0.84” X 22,000’ UNITREX
- **HYD. AUTOMATIC LEVEL WIND**
“In the past 3 years, we have invested in the growth of our fleet by 75% and expanded our ability to service our customers’ needs nationwide with our 45 service locations and a fleet of road mechanics. We strive to maintain our position as the premier service and equipment provider in the utility and telecommunications rental markets by offering the broadest range of equipment, parts, tools and accessories in North America.”

Lee Jacobson, NESCO’s Chief Executive Officer
**SHERMAN + REILLY HPLW-2004**
- MAX PULLING CAPACITY: 2,000 LBS
- ROPE CAPACITY: (4) SPOOLS 3/8” X 6,000’ UNITREX
- LEVEL WIND: MANUALLY CONTROLLED
- SAFE-ZONE CAB

**TSE DP204H**
- MAX PULLING CAPACITY: 2,000 LBS
- ROPE CAPACITY: (4) SPOOLS 7/16” X 10,000’ TENEX
- LEVEL WIND: LEAD SCREW

**SHERMAN + REILLY PLW-300**
- MAX PULLING CAPACITY: 3,000 LBS
- ROPE CAPACITY: 5/8” X 7,000’ UNITREX
- LEVEL WIND: HYDRAULIC/ELECTRONIC CONTROLLED
- SAFE ZONE CAB
TSE DP354H
MAX PULLING CAPACITY
3,500 LBS
ROPE CAPACITY
(4) SPOOLS
5/8" X 15,000' TENEX
LEVEL WIND
**HOGG & DAVIS**

**ODP404**
- Max Pulling Capacity: 4,000 LBS
- Rope Capacity: (4) SPOOLS 5/8” x 15,000’ TENEX
- Hydraulic Level Wind

**ODP100-3**
- Max Pulling Capacity: 10,000 LBS Per Reel
- Max Reel: 80” Dia. Per Reel
- Rope Capacity: (3) SPOOLS 3/8” x 22,000’ SWAGED LINE
- Hydraulic Level Wind

**SHERMAN + REILLY**

**PLW-400**
- Max Pulling Capacity: 4,000 LBS
- Level Wind
- Rope Capacity: (4) SPOOLS 0.44” x 22,000’ UNITREX
- Safe-Zone Cab
- Heat & AC
- Environment Controlled

**HOGG & DAVIS**

**ODP60-3**
- Max Pulling Capacity: 6,000 LBS Per Reel
- Max Reel: 40” Dia. Per Reel
- Rope Capacity: (3) SPOOLS 3/8” x 22,000’ SWAGED LINE
- Hydraulic Level Wind

**HOGG & DAVIS**

**ODP100-3**
- Max Pulling Capacity: 10,000 LBS Per Reel
- Max Reel: 80” Dia. Per Reel
- Rope Capacity: 1/2” x 24,000’ SWAGED LINE
- Hydraulic Level Wind

**SHERMAN + REILLY**

**PLW-400**
- Max Pulling Capacity: 4,000 LBS
- Level Wind
- Rope Capacity: (4) SPOOLS 0.44” x 22,000’ UNITREX
- Safe-Zone Cab
- Heat & AC
- Environment Controlled
TRAILERS

NESCO trailers are equipped with standard safety features which ensures the protection of crew members. Built rugged and durable, renting your trailers from NESCO ensure each of your specific needs are met.

All NESCO trailers are regularly tested for safety and rated for operations per the current industry and engineering standards.

PROUDLY RENTING
Hogg & Davis, Sherman + Reilly, TSE, Morpac, Brindle, Brooks Brothers and Wagner Smith
PORTABLE POWER PACK
An independent portable hydraulic power pack that provides 5 GPM flow rate and 1,500 PSI. Powered by a 5HP gas engine.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Reel Dimensions</th>
<th>Max Reel Dia.</th>
<th>Max Reel Width</th>
<th>Reel Weight</th>
<th>GVWR</th>
<th>Reel Bar Size</th>
<th>Reel Brake</th>
<th>Special Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brindle CT9</td>
<td>96”</td>
<td>60”</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,000 LBS</td>
<td>9,000 LBS</td>
<td>2.5” DIA.</td>
<td></td>
<td>HYD. Self-Loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hand Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel Tension Brake Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brindle CRT95</td>
<td>96”</td>
<td>62”</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,000 LBS</td>
<td>9,500 LBS</td>
<td>2.5” DIA.</td>
<td></td>
<td>HYD. Self-Loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hand Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16” Reel Brake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brindle CRT2 CARGO</td>
<td>(2) 72”</td>
<td>(2) 56”</td>
<td></td>
<td>12,000 LBS</td>
<td>17,000 LBS</td>
<td>2.5” DIA.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel Brake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brindle RL4RT CABLE</td>
<td>(3) 10’, (4) 8”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15,200 LBS</td>
<td>24,000 LBS</td>
<td>2.5” DIA.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Brindle RL4RT-WF**

**REEL DIMENSIONS**
- MAX REEL DIA. (3) 120”, (4) 96”
- MAX REEL WIDTH 77”

**REEL WEIGHT**
- 24,200 LBS

**GVWR**
- 30,000 LBS

**REEL BAR SIZE**
- 2.5” DIA.

---

**Brindle 4RT21BS SHORT**

**REEL DIMENSIONS**
- MAX REEL DIA. (4) 48”, (3) 72”
- MAX REEL WIDTH 55”

**REEL WEIGHT**
- 15,580 LBS

**GVWR**
- 21,000 LBS

**REEL BAR SIZE**
- 2.5” DIA.

**TENSION BRAKES**
- (4) 16”
**Brindle**

**4RT21BT TALL**

**REEL DIMENSIONS**
- Max Reel Dia: (4) 48”, (3) 72”
- Max Reel Width 55”

**REEL WEIGHT**
15,580 LBS

**GVWR**
21,000 LBS

**REEL BAR SIZE**
2.5” Dia.

**TENSION BRAKES**
(4) 16”

**Morpac**

**DOUBLE REEL STAND**

**REEL DIMENSIONS**
- Max Reel Dia: 108”
- Max Reel Width 68”

**REEL WEIGHT**
30,000 LBS

**GVWR**
84,200 LBS

**REEL BAR SIZE**
5” Dia.

**REEL STANDS**
(2) LH28-114-1

**INTERNAL EXPANDING BLADDER BRAKE**
(OPERATED BY AIR)

**OPTIONS**
- 2-3/8” Bar which derates the stand to 10,000 lbs

**Brindle**

**TRIPLE REEL STAND**

**REEL DIMENSIONS**
- Max Reel Dia: 108”
- Max Reel Width 72”

**REEL WEIGHT**
16,000 LBS

**GVWR**
47,350 LBS

**REEL BAR SIZE**
3” Solid Hardened

**REEL STANDS**
(3) BRINDLE REEL STANDS
½” X 30” Stainless Steel Brake Rotor with Hydraulic Hand Control

**OPTIONS**
- Power Pack
“With our equipment needs changing on what seems like a daily basis, NESCO always delivers when our backs are against the wall.”

Jason, Assistant Outside Division Manager
**Dorsey 4800 STRETCH**
- **EXTENDED LENGTH**: 80'
- **RETRACTED LENGTH**: 48'
- **GVWR**: 80,000 LBS
- **UNLADEN WEIGHT**: 16,500 LBS
- **SPRING-RIDE SUSPENSION TYPE**

**Cheetah/Evans 4800 STRETCH**
- **EXTENDED LENGTH**: 80'
- **RETRACTED LENGTH**: 48'
- **GVWR**: 80,000 LBS
- **UNLADEN WEIGHT**: 16,130 LBS
- **SPRING-RIDE SUSPENSION TYPE**
Brindle PT15
EXTENDED LENGTH 40'
RETRACTED LENGTH 25'
GVWR 15,000 LBS
UNLADEN WEIGHT 2,700 LBS
MAX POLE LENGTH 55' - 60'

Brooks PT15KE
EXTENDED LENGTH 38'
RETRACTED LENGTH 24'
GVWR 17,500 LBS
UNLADEN WEIGHT 2,700 LBS
MAX POLE LENGTH 55' - 60'
Brindle
PT30
EXTENDED LENGTH
50’
RETRACTED LENGTH
30’
GVWR
30,000 LBS
UNLADEN WEIGHT
4,880 LBS
MAX POLE LENGTH
75’

Brindle
PMT132
EXTENDED LENGTH
39’ 8”
RETRACTED LENGTH
24’ 9”
GVWR
13,200 LBS
UNLADEN WEIGHT
4,800 LBS
MAX POLE LENGTH
55’
MAX REEL CAP
(2) 24” DIA. X 56” WIDTH
or (1) 60” DIA.
CARGO BED WITH
FOLD-DOWN TAILGATE
60”W X 18”H X 120”L

Brindle
PT122
EXTENDED LENGTH
45”
RETRACTED LENGTH
38’ 9”
GVWR
15,000 LBS
UNLADEN WEIGHT
4,000 LBS
MAX POLE LENGTH
55’ - 60’
CARGO BED WITH
FOLD-DOWN TAILGATE
64”W X 15”H X 144”L
When you are in need of special equipment, NESCO has what you are looking for: dozers, rangers and track dumps for utility construction; trailers, pullers, blowers and side winders for fiber optics; scrappers and rodders for underground construction. If the equipment doesn’t match what you need, we will customize our equipment to your specifications.

All NESCO specialty equipment is regularly tested for safety and rated for operations per the current industry and engineering standards.

PROUDLY RENTING
Polaris, IHI, John Deere, Arnco, OK Champion and Condux
MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY & UPTIME
With a John Deere dozer, you can expect exceptional, state-of-the-art controls and a full-featured hydrostatic drivetrain to put you in complete command of a whole arsenal of productivity-boosting advantages.

Regardless of what the jobsite requires, John Deere excavators get the job done with muscle, control and productivity. Their efficient, cool-running engines and enhanced hydraulics make these the most reliable and hardest working Deere excavators yet. Climb into one of these best in class cabs and unleash a mighty workhorse to tackle your toughest jobs.

Established in 1962, West Side Tractor Sales is the authorized John Deere construction and forestry dealer serving Illinois and Indiana.

Contact NESCO to rent your John Deere tractor now!
(800) 252-0043 | www.NESCORENTALS.com
**JOHN DEERE 750**
SAG WINCHES
45,000 LBS DUAL
156” BLADE
WINCH WIRE
3/4” X 250’

**JOHN DEERE 950**
SAG WINCHES
45,000 LBS TRIPLE
142” SEMI U BLADE
WINCH WIRE
3/4” X 250’

**JOHN DEERE 1050**
FULLY ENCLOSED CAB - AC/HEAT
SAG WINCHES
45,000 LBS TRIPLE
192” BLADE
WINCH WIRE
3/4” X 250’

**OPTIONS**
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- OFF ROAD CARB CERTIFICATION

**OPTIONS**
AVAILABLE ON SOME UNITS
- TOWING PACKAGE
- 3,500 LBS FRONT COUNTER WEIGHT
“We do a lot of work in swampy, rough terrain where a regular bucket truck or digger would get stuck. We use NESCO on a regular basis because of the wide diversity of equipment they offer. Everything from units with swamp tires to track mounted gear.”

Moe, Fleet Manager
**POLARIS RANGER**
- Front & Rear Brush Guards
- Crew Cab
- Enclosure
- Cargo Bed
- All Wheel Drive
- Camoplast Tracks

**IHI IC75**
- Payload 14,330 LBS
- Fully Enclosed Cab
- AC/Heat
- Dump Bed
- Tailgate Chute Adjustable

**IHI IC100**
- Payload 22,000 LBS
- Fully Enclosed Cab
- AC/Heat
- Dump Bed
- Tailgate Chute Adjustable

**OPTIONS**
- Available on some units
- Wheel Mount
- Two-Man Cab

**SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT**
NESCO's rental fleet of splicing trailers offer a clean, temperature controlled environment that features a unique lab layout and allows workers to maximize productivity in the field. Every trailer is well equipped with standard safety features to ensure the protection of your crew on any job.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIBER OPTIC TRAILER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/HEAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTI CABINETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZES AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7'x12'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8'x12'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAN CLIMATE-CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5KW GAS GENERATOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PORTABLE POWER UNIT**
- Electric pull start
- 8 GPM Hydraulic pump
- 8 gal hydraulic oil tank
- Galvanized frame
- 1.61 gal gas tank

**FIBER OPTIC BLOWER**
- Arnco Air Trak system
- Duct clamp
- Adapter kit
- Hydraulic hose set
- Tool kit

**SIDE WINDER**
- Capstan size: 32” Dia.
- Max pull capacity: 1,100 lbs
- Max rope speed: 200 ft / minute
- Tension center
- Tension indicator

**FIBER OPTIC PULLER**
- Capstan size: 30” Dia.
- Pulling capacity: 2,000 lbs
- Foot valve control

**OPTIONS**
- Available on some units
- Capstan size: 40”
- Pulling capacity: 750 lbs

**FIBER OPTICS**
“We rely heavily on the rental market and NESCO has been our partner of choice. We rent equipment for all aspects of our business operations from substation, transmission, distribution, overhead and underground, as well as equipment for our industrial and commercial business units. NESCO meets our need with the right equipment and great service.”

Chris, Vice President of Transmission
**OK Champion S660**

WINCH CAPACITY
1500’ OF .461 CONTINUOUS ROD

MAX PULLING CAP
7,000 LBS

2-SPEED SUPER 660 DRIVE HEAD

GVWR
25,999 LBS

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
12V

**OK Champion 990**

WINCH CAPACITY
1700’ OF .461 CONTINUOUS ROD

MAX PULLING CAP
12,000 LBS

2-SPEED “SHIFT ON THE FLY” DRIVE HEAD

GVWR
33,000 LBS

CABLE PULLING
4” GUIDE SET

TIGER SERVICE CRANE

**OK Champion SCM2000**

WINCH CAPACITY
1-1/2” X 50’ ROPE

MAX PULLING CAP
25,000 LBS

GVWR
33,000 LBS

OUTLETS
(2) 12V

**OPTIONS**

2” OR 4” GUIDE SET

**OPTIONS**

2” GUIDE SET
Utility Equipment Outfitters supply the best repair parts, tools and accessories from the industry’s top manufactures including: Terex, Hogg and Davis, Pengo, Sherman + Reilly, Greenlee, Hastings, Salisbury, Klien Tools, Latchways and Lincoln Hoist to name a few. With high-quality buying power, industry relationships and flexible purchase/rental options, UEO offers the right assistance you need to be competitive in today’s environment.

For your convenience, UEO provides total flexibility in outfitting your vehicles and crews. Offering a variety of customizable kits, UEO also understands the pressures of cash allocation. All kits are available for order using our exclusive installment purchase plan. In addition, many of our products are available for rent. Contact your Utility Equipment Outfitters representative now for more details.

(855) 637-2672  |  ueo@nescorentals.com
www.nescorentals.com/ueo

UEO MANUFACTURERS

Utility Equipment Outfitters supply the best repair parts, tools and accessories from the industry’s top manufactures including: Terex, Hogg and Davis, Pengo, Sherman + Reilly, Greenlee, Hastings, Salisbury, Klien Tools, Latchways and Lincoln Hoist to name a few. With high-quality buying power, industry relationships and flexible purchase/rental options, UEO offers the right assistance you need to be competitive in today’s environment.

OPTIONS YOU DESERVE

FLEXIBLE PURCHASE AND RENTALS OPTIONS

Choose the best payment or rental option to suit your needs. Rent, purchase or take advantage of our 10-month installment plan. UEO makes it easy on your budget!
NESCO’s newest division; Utility Equipment Outfitters (UEO) is your one-stop shop for repair parts, tools and accessories for the powerline professional.

With an extensive selection of repair parts, tools and accessories, UEO provides total job site solutions for hard to find repair parts, safety gear, augers, hoists and rigging, hydraulics and hand tools, rope and much more! NESCO’s large geographical footprint allows UEO to stock what you need in-house, making the ordering process fast and easy. UEO also offers a custom stocking program for the items you regularly use so you have what you need when you need it!

For your convenience, UEO provides total flexibility in outfitting your vehicles and crews. Offering a variety of customizable kits, UEO also understands the pressures of cash allocation. All kits are available for order using our exclusive installment purchase plan. In addition, many of our products are available for rent. Contact your Utility Equipment Outfitters representative now for more details.

(855) 637-2672 | ueo@nescorentals.com
www.nescorentals.com/ueo
From hand tools to gas powered drills, Utility Equipment Outfitters carries a wide variety of tooling. We proudly distribute Greenlee, Hastings, Klien Tools, Tanaka, Lincoln Hoist, Oshkosh and Bierer & Associates.

**TANAKA POWER EQUIPMENT**
Specialty gas powered drills, saws and pole saws for utility professionals.

**BIERER & ASSOCIATES**
Bierer & Associates, Inc. offers the most extensive line of grounding clamps ranging in size from 4’ to 40’. Available for purchase in sets and individually.

**LINCOLN HOIST**
Specialty hoists and rigging equipment.
**HYDRAULIC TOOLS**
Impact wrenches, drills, pumps, saws and pole tampers.

**HASTINGS HOT LINE TOOLS**
From hot sticks and cutters to cover ups and rigging, **UEO** offers the complete line of Hastings products.

**KLEIN TOOLS**
Cutters, crimpers, strippers to canvas tool bags, **UEO** carries the full line of Klein Tools.

**GREENLEE**
One of the most respected and trusted brands in the utility industry. From hole making, crimping and cutting, to test and measurement, **UEO** carries all the Greenlee wire and cable installing products.

**OSHKOSH TOOL**
**UEO** offers a comprehensive line of Oshkosh digging tools.
**BUCKET PARTS**
Liners, covers and attachments for all manufacturers in the utility industry. *UEO* will inventory all the liners you need for your fleet so they are ready for immediate shipment. If you have specific needs let us know so we can customize a solution to meet your needs.

**CRANE, WORK & PLATFORM PARTS**
Load blocks, construction baskets, downhaul weights, outrigger pads and wheel chocks.

**SWAMP TIRES**
30 mph maximum, unmounted. Fits most AWD trucks.
AUGER PARTS

Utility Equipment Outfitters (UEO) is an authorized distributor of original equipment manufacturer (OEM) repair parts for the specialized equipment in NESCO’s rental fleet. Whether you need to replace the main rotation bearing on a bucket truck, repair a broken door latch or refurbish drives on a track vehicle, UEO has what it takes to get your equipment up and running again and you back to work! With UEO’s large warehouse, many parts are available for immediate shipment.

UEO is an authorized distributor of OEM parts for the following manufacturers.

REPAIR PARTS

AUGER PARTS

Worn pilot bits or teeth can shorten your auger’s life, not to mention slow down your entire job. UEO has all the replacement wear parts for augers; let us customize a service kit for each digger so you will always have what you need.
Utility Equipment Outfitters offers a wide variety of innovative and dependable products from personal rescue devices (PRD) to crystal clear jobsite communication systems. UEO can provide you with the highest quality safety products in the industry. If that isn’t enough, UEO also carries a complete line of products to outfit not only your jobsite, but your crew.

**LATCHWAYS PRD**
The Latchways Personal Rescue Device (PRD) has revolutionized self rescue! This one of a kind harness reduces rescue times from minutes or hours to 27 seconds. Winner of the LLEAP (Leadership in Lifting Equipment and Aerial Platforms) Award in 2014.

**SAFETY LADDER PAD**
Safely and securely work with a ladder on level and incline surfaces. Grips securely to turf or pavement. A Precise Machine Works product. Made in the USA.

**DRIFIRE**
DRIFIRE® is the only flame resistant (FR) clothing specifically designed for utility professionals.

Utilizing drilease®—patented, optimal wicking and drying fabric—technology used in premier athletic brands keeping wearers cool, dry and comfortable all day long.
SAFETY PRODUCTS

Order all the safety equipment to outfit your vehicle without all the hassle! Utility Equipment Outfitters website makes it easy with customizable kits that can be saved for easy reorder. UEO’s handy installment purchase plan offers a convenient, easy-on-your-budget option to order everything you need to have a winning advantage.

SETCOM COMMUNICATION

The safest way to communicate! Don’t worry about missed hand signals or hard to hear verbal communication. SetCom’s twin-talk wireless headset without cellphone interface provide clear, easy-to-hear, communication between the ground and aerial worker. Noise canceling technology eliminates environmental background blare so communication is crystal clear.

SALIBURY RUBBER GOODS

Salisbury is the uncontested industry leader for rubber goods and cover up products. Whether you need a pair of rubber gloves or rubber goods to outfit your entire truck, UEO and Salisbury have you covered. The full line of Salisbury products are always in stock.
PENGO AUGER PRODUCTS
UEO has partnered with Pengo to provide customers with the most comprehensive, in-stock line of augers, drives, wear parts and kelly bars in the industry. Both utility and foundation auger products available. **UEO** is the largest auger rental fleet in the nation.

**QUIK-SPLINT**
Repairs broken utilities poles with only two men in as little as an hour. Drastically reduces outage time and resource consumption.

- Significantly reduce customer minutes of interruption (CMI).
- Repair a pole with two workers in one hour or less.
- Use as a pole protector in high traffic areas to avoid accidental damage.
- Quik-Splint has been tested to withstand 140 mph winds.
- Reusable Quik-Splint can be used multiple times.

**ANCHOR AUGER ADAPTER**
The All-In-One Auger Adapter securely and quickly installs at the end of the auger in place of the auger pilot bit. Quickly and easily drive square shaft anchors without removing your auger.

**GROUND ROD DRIVER ADAPTER**
Drive ground rods safely with only one worker. No need for a ladder or aerial device. Quickly install and remove temporary truck grounds.

**NO-WRENCH AUGER ADAPTER**
The No-Wrench Auger Adapter quickly and securely installs at the end of the auger in place of the auger pilot bit. Quickly and easily drive standard top anchors without removing the auger.

**UEO** is the official supplier of the Precise Machine Works Quik-Splint. See this splint in action at [nessorentals.com/quik-splint](nessorentals.com/quik-splint).
**SAMSON ROPE**
Pulling ropes available in many diameters, colors and lengths. Need a 5-mile long rope? We can get it! We can inventory the ropes you regularly need with our custom stock program. Don’t sit with your equipment down waiting for the right rope, let UEO keep it in stock it for you.

**WINCHES**
Single, double and triple winch packs can be customized and installed to your specifications.

**STRINGING BLOCK RENTAL PROGRAM**

**NESCO Rentals** personalized customer service, paired with Sherman + Reilly’s superior quality equipment, gives you the ability to specialize every order to suit every job. Sourcing your stringing equipment from NESCO Rentals not only saves you time and money, but allows you to focus on the entire job so you can get working.

**ABOUT SHERMAN + REILLY BLOCKS**
Sherman + Reilly blocks are the oldest and best in the industry. Backed by their S+R Forever Warranty™, S+R blocks are superior for several reasons including: low-friction bearings that render high block efficiency maximizing stringing distances while minimizing pulling tension and reducing the load on stringing equipment; frames and sheaves are made of 100% virgin aluminum alloy.
Buying used fleet-owned equipment can save you time, money and energy! Make the right choice and consider buying NESCO certified used equipment. There are three main reasons to buy used fleet-owned equipment:

- **Time and money:** buying new equipment is expensive and can take months to arrive.

- **At NESCO, we are committed to equipment care, maintenance and safety.** Our fleet is maintained by a staff of specialized service technicians located in over 45 shops across United States, Canada and Mexico.

- **Great selection:** with NESCO’s vast selection of used fleet-owned equipment you are sure to find what you are looking for without hassle or delay.

Visit [www.nescorentals.com/for-sale](http://www.nescorentals.com/for-sale) for a complete list of equipment for sale.
Buying used fleet-owned equipment can save you time, money and energy! Make the right choice and consider buying NESCO certified used equipment. There are three main reasons to buy used fleet-owned equipment:

1. Time and money: buying new equipment is expensive and can take months to arrive.

2. At NESCO, we are committed to equipment care, maintenance and safety. Our fleet is maintained by a staff of specialized service technicians located in over 45 shops across United States, Canada and Mexico.

3. Great selection: with NESCO's vast selection of used fleet-owned equipment you are sure to find what you are looking for without hassle or delay.

Visit www.nescorentals.com/for-sale for a complete list of equipment for sale.
With over 45 locations throughout United States, Canada and Mexico, as well as a network of mobile service technicians, NESCO’s service department shines above the rest by providing fast response times and flexible service.

▶ Dedicated service coordinators provide direct contact to manage your service needs 24/7 and expedite response times.

▶ Expert team of best-in-class, factory-trained technicians provide fast diagnosis and repairs that increase uptime.

▶ Established relationships with the industries best original equipment manufacturers provide you with unrivaled parts availability.

NESCO has your back! Service coordinators are available any time, any day through our 24/7 Service Hotline. If you have a problem with NESCO equipment, we are just a call away! (800) 252-0043
With over 45 locations throughout the United States, Canada, and Mexico, as well as a network of mobile service technicians, NESCO's service department shines above the rest by providing fast response times and flexible service.

- Dedicated service coordinators provide direct contact to manage your service needs 24/7 and expedite response times.
- Expert team of best-in-class, factory-trained technicians provide fast diagnosis and repairs that increase uptime.
- Established relationships with the industry’s best original equipment manufacturers provide you with unrivaled parts availability.

NESCO has your back! Service coordinators are available any time, any day through our 24/7 Service Hotline. If you have a problem with NESCO equipment, we are just a call away! (800) 252-0043